About Aventura
Headquartered in New York, Aventura Technologies, Inc. has developed a
reputation for being an innovative designer, developer and manufacturer of
advanced enterprise digital video surveillance hardware and software products
and peripheral solutions for government, military and enterprise.
The Company is a true “single-source” manufacturer providing end-to-end
hardware and software solutions, which can also interoperate seamlessly with a
myriad of third-party products. First and foremost Aventura is a solution
provider and we proudly manufacture in the U.S.A.
Aventura works closely with its technology and integration partners from the
design-consulting phase through implementation, integration and training. Our
solutions can be seen globally from local commercial operations to sensitive
government and military locations around the world.

Products and Services
We are advanced surveillance technologies based upon fixed, mobile and rapidly deployable:
• Enterprise Video Recording and Management Single-Server Solutions (PSIM/VMS/C4)
• Geospatial Situation Awareness
• Unified Communications Management (VoIP, Radio, SMS, IM, Fax, eMail)
• Video Content Analytics
• Extended-Range Intelligent Hybrid Laser/Thermal/Visible Surveillance Cameras
• Video Transmission (SmartFiber and Power/Video/Data over UTP)
The Products
The line consists of unique offerings and are advanced surveillance technologies based upon fixed, mobile and rapidly
deployable:
• Enterprise Video Recording and Management Single-Server Solutions (PSIM/VMS/C4)
• Unified Communications Management
• Video Content Analytics
• Extended-Range Intelligent Hybrid Laser/Thermal/Visible Surveillance Cameras
• Video Transmission (SmartFiber and Power/Video/Data over UTP)
Aventura’s solutions combine to form cutting-edge total security and communication solutions. Further customization
can be accommodated to meet customer requirements. The Company is a true “one-stop-shop” manufacturer, which can
also interoperate seamlessly with a myriad of third-party products forming “off-the-shelf end-to-end” solutions. First and
foremost Aventura is a solution provider and we proudly manufacture in the U.S.A.
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Services Offered
Aventura is a Solutions Provider; security psychiatrists of sort. Tell us your problems and we solve them using the latest
future-proof technologies out of the Aventura laboratories and those of our teaming partners. We don’t just sell black
boxes but assist from the design/consulting phase through product implementation, training and subsequent support.
Aventura Services Include:
• Technical System Design
• Engineering Services
• Quality Control and Assurance
• Security Audits and Vulnerability Studies

• Strategic Planning
• Program and Project Management
• Life Cycle and Logistics Support
• Research and Development

Aventura is unusual in its approach as a solution provider, which happens to be a manufacturer. Traditionally, in the
security business there are clear dichotomies as to responsibilities. The process starts quite often with consultants that
design and consult; which recommend products and solutions from manufacturers who manufacture; which ultimately
are given to integrators who integrate. Aventura is a hands-on “involved” organization working with the end-users from
the design-consulting phase through implementation.
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